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Primary CSFM Contact
Technical Contact for this Submission (Optional)
PIPELINE METADATA INFORMATION
CALFIRE - Office of the State Fire Marshal
Pipeline Safety Division 
Projection Questions
List the file name(s) and description(s) of files being submitted and general comments about projection information below:
If state plane, which State Plane Zone?
What are the measurement units of the data:
For the submitted geospatial data, please specify the following:
BREAKOUT TANK SUBMISSION FORM
1.   Write a brief description, if applicable, of the breakout tank data changes reflected in this submission (e.g. sold/abandoned/purchased breakout tanks, etc.):
(NOTE: If there have been no changes to your breakout tank data since your last submission, a CSFM submission is not required.  In this case, please notify NPMS staff via email.)
 
(NOTE: If portions of your breakout tanks have been sold or transferred to another Operator, please provide details such as the CSFM Tank_ID and Tank Name of those sold and to whom it was sold to.  Please provide contact information for the purchasing company.)
 
2.   Select the Submission Type from the options below that describes how this Breakout Tank submission  should be integrated into the State Mapping System:
☐     INI (Initial):  This is the first submission to CSFM, and should only be selected if a breakout tank submission has never been made to CSFM for your company. This submission type can only include additions as the revision type to the data. 
☐     FRP (Full Replacement):  This submission should replace all breakout tank data currently in the State Mapping System for your company, and can include any type of revision (“A” for additions or “M” for modifications) to the existing data.
☐     RMV (Removal of Tanks): This submission is to inform CSFM that all of your breakout tank data needs to be removed from the system.  Either the breakout tanks were sold and are no longer operated by the company or the breakout tanks are no longer in use and were dismantled.  Provide an explanation under Question 1, including the effective date of the change.  If a sale has taken place, include a company name, contact name, and phone number for the new company. 
 
3.   Please include any additional information or concerns below?
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